ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose a technique for cloud coordinated clustering and scheduling of small cells, i.e., femtocells, in CRAN to improve capacity and spectral efficiency in 3D in-building environments. Control-and user-plane of each cell is decoupled. The clustering technique consists of two levels of clustering such that level 1 clustering defines an initial 3D femtocell cluster size. Level 2 clustering defines a cooperating set of femtocells per floor within each level 1 cluster to explore joint transmission coordinated multipoint (CoMP) during off-states of their transmit power. Femtocells are split at the MAC layer, and a mechanism is presented to model the bandwidth and latency fronthaul constraints. We derive the system level aggregate capacity, spectral efficiency, and energy efficiency. We then develop a heuristic algorithm and discuss its scheduler implementation. With numerical and simulation results, we show with an example scenario that the proposed technique can achieve the maximum CoMP capacity gain of 44% per building and 32.15% in overall system level. Finally, we demonstrate that the proposed technique can achieve the performance requirements of 5G cellular systems and point out the significance and further research issues.
I. INTRODUCTION
The envisaged user demands, including high data rate and diverse service profile, cause to rethink whether or not we should continue with the existing decentralized radio access network (DRAN) for the fifth generation (5G) cellular. Because DRAN causes to increase network operational costs, and generates severe inter-cell interference, for example, it necessitates consideration of the centralized radio access network (CRAN). Radio resources can be utilized more highly in base stations (BSs) using techniques such as coordinated multipoint (CoMP) in CRAN than in DRAN. In CRAN, small cell base stations (SBSs), i.e. distributed units (DUs), are connected to a central unit (CU) by a link called fronthaul, which typically requires high bandwidth and low latency [1] . To satisfy these fronthaul requirements, exploring and altering the functional split architecture between the CU and DUs of existing CRANs have been considered as a promising solution. Though a number of options have been proposed by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), intra medium access control (MAC) split is considered as one of the promising functional split options because of reducing bandwidth and latency requirements of a fronthaul. The reduction of bandwidth and latency requirements can be achieved by leaving hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) processing and cell-specific MAC functionalities in the DU, whereas an efficient interference management across multiple BSs and centralized scheduling technologies such as joint processing CoMP (JP CoMP) over multiple BSs in the CU.
In mobile networks, another major pitfall is the tight coupling of control-plane and user-plane (C-/U-plane). The coupled C-/U-plane results in poor resource utilization by consuming unnecessary power and hence cause to decouple the control-plane (C-plane) and user-plane (U-plane). Such a decoupled architecture is termed as C-plane and U-plane decoupled architecture (CUDA) [2] , [3] . Further, in urban environments, in order to address high data rate demands in 3-dimensional (3D) buildings, a dense deployment of SBS, e.g. femtocell base station (FBS), is inevitable. Furthermore, because of the scarcity of available bandwidth, reusing the system bandwidth in SBSs within a building is one of the effective solutions because of the small coverage of a SBS and short distance between a SBS and user equipment (UE). However, reusing resources in SBSs more than once typically generates huge co-channel interference (CCI) that can be overcome by forming appropriate clusters of SBSs.
In existing literature, a number of researches have already carried out on centralized scheduling of BSs, e.g. a software defined networking (SDN) based centralized resource management algorithms for 5G heterogeneous networks (HetNets) in [4] . Further, a number of researches have already addressed the issues of CUDA, e.g. splitting C-/U-plane by different BSs in [2] and [3] . Moreover, numerous researches have addressed femtocell (FC) clustering and resource reuse issues in 3D buildings, e.g. an analytical model to reuse resources in SBSs in [5] . Further, the joint processing (JP) CoMP has been applied for centralized scheduling in CRAN, e.g. the effect of applying joint transmission (JT) CoMP in 5G heterogeneous CRANs [6] , clustering and scheduling for CRAN with CoMP transmission [7] , and coordinated scheduling problem for CRAN [8] . Recently, a broadband radio-light communications solution has been proposed by the Internet of Radio-Light (IoRL) projects to provide intelligent building network of FBSs [9] to allow broadband coverage within buildings from radio-light access points, which can deliver major performance indicators of 5G systems such as 1000× capacity.
Furthermore, interference is modeled mostly in 2-dimensional (2D) scenarios [10] , which are practically not accurate because of not being able to capture the complex 3D propagation effects in 3D multi-floor buildings. However, in urban environments, an obvious scenario is the existence of thousands of 3D multi-floor buildings. Since existing interference management techniques may not be sufficient and responsive enough in such urban environments, following the aforementioned discussion, an explicit clustering and centralized scheduling of 3D in-building FBSs to reuse resources in them for an intra MAC functional split CRAN with CUDA using JT CoMP technique is essential. However, in the existing literature [1] - [10] , no such technique is apparent, which we aim to address in this paper. More specifically, we propose a technique for cloud coordinated clustering and scheduling of small cells (SCs) in CRAN with CUDA to enhance performance metrics, namely system level capacity, spectral efficiency, and energy efficiency in 3D buildings to achieve the expected performance requirements of 5G systems. More specifically, we contribute the followings in this paper.
• We first propose a technique for cloud based clustering and scheduling of FBSs located in 3D buildings to reuse frequency resources in them using CoMP for an intra MAC functional split FBSs in heterogeneous CRAN with CUDA.
• We then present a mechanism to incorporate the impact of CRAN fronthaul constraints, namely bandwidth and latency, for an adaptive update of 3D cluster sizes of FCs in any buildings.
• We derive the system level aggregate capacity, spectral efficiency, and energy efficiency for an ultra-dense deployment of FBSs over macrocell (MC) coverage.
• A heuristic algorithm for the proposed clustering and scheduling technique is developed, and its radio resource scheduler implementation is presented.
• With numerical and simulation results, we show outperformance of the proposed technique over a number of existing works in literature and demonstrate that the proposed technique can achieve the expected performance requirements of 5G systems.
• Finally, we point out the significance and further research issues of the proposed clustering and scheduling technique. The paper is organized as follows. We first discuss the system model, interference characterization, and resource reuse and allocation strategies in 3D buildings in section II. We then propose a two-level clustering technique for small cells to reuse resources spatially in them using CoMP in a 3D in-building scenario in section III. Level 1 clustering defines an initial 3D cluster size in a building subject to interference constraints, whereas level 2 clustering explores the JT CoMP technique intra-floor level. In section IV, for system level analysis, we model analytically the proposed system architecture in section II. In addition, we model the CoMP-state traffic activity of femto users for level 2 clustering in section III. System level capacity is then formulated for L = 1 by employing JT CoMP and no JT CoMP in section V. In section VI, in order to incorporate the impact of fronthaul constraints, namely bandwidth and latency, the required capacity and delay to transport femto users' traffic by the associated fronthaul per 3D cluster are compared with that of the fronthaul itself such that the initial cluster size in level 1 clustering can be updated. Following so, we then derive system level aggregate capacity, spectral efficiency, and energy efficiency for L > 1. In section VII, we present a heuristic algorithm for the proposed technique and discuss its scheduler implementation. Simulation parameters and assumptions are given and system level performance evaluation and comparison with existing works are carried out in section VIII. With numerical and simulation results, we show system capacity improvement of the proposed technique and demonstrate that the proposed technique can achieve the expected performance requirements of 5G systems. Finally, we discuss significance of the technique and further research issues in section IX and draw a conclusion in section X.
Note that this paper is an extended version of the work [11] originally presented in 2018 IEEE International Conference on Communications, Kansas City, USA. The conference article [11] has been used as the basis of this new journal version, which differs mainly from [11] in terms of enhancement of background material, expansion of discussion, and inclusion of new problems and results. More specifically, in this journal version as compared to [11] , system model and interference characterization (section II) are elaborated in detail with an inclusion of the subsection II.C, which addresses resource reuse and allocation problems in 3D buildings. Further, clustering of small cells problem (section III) is detailed, including newly added an approach for level 2 clustering and a number of remarks to gain additional insights. Unlike [11] , the assumed multi-tier network is modeled in section IV. Modeling system capacity with JT CoMP in [11] is enhanced by modeling additionally JT CoMP capacity of a 2D cluster (section V.B) to that of a 3D building. Furthermore, unlike [11] , the mechanism to model fronthaul constraints is presented in detail in a separate section VI. We also derive newly system level capacity, spectral efficiency, and energy efficiency over MC coverage to evaluate the performance of the proposed technique with that of the existing works and 5G mobile system requirements (section VI). Finally, unlike [11] , the scheduler implementation of the proposed clustering and scheduling technique is discussed, and the significance and further research issues of the proposed technique are pointed out in this journal version. Moreover, conference materials used in terms of texts are rewritten to the utmost level; equations and a number of figures are reused almost with no modification but citation. Finally, this paper is written as such that the readers will find it self-contained, detailed, and insightful in contrast to its conference version [11] .
II. SYSTEM MODEL, INTERFERENCE CHARACTERIZATION AND RADIO RESOURCE REUSE AND ALLOCATION
This section presents the concept of system architecture in both abstract and detail levels, including macro, pico, and femto users' characteristics, C-/U-plane serving mechanisms, resources scheduler types and roles, and interference avoidance mechanisms among different user categories. We then characterize the intra-floor and inter-floor interferences to derive minimum distances in order to reuse resources both intra-floor and inter-floor levels in a 3D building. Furthermore, we also present a strategy for reusing resources within each 3D cluster of FCs in a building.
A. SYSTEM MODEL Figure 1 shows a CRAN that consists of a single MC base station (MBS) of a corner-excited 3-sectored MC site. A number of outdoor picocells (PCs) and indoor FCs are deployed in a number of buildings in an urban environment [11] . Using intra MAC functional split, Fig. 1 shows high-level system architecture for centralized scheduling of FBSs. Assume that the path loss from distance between buildings and external wall penetration loss of any buildings are significant enough so that the CCI effect from reusing the same frequency in FBSs of one building to another is negligible.
The system architecture in Fig. 1 is illustrated in detail in Fig. 2 [11] . For convenience, we consider FBSs of one building for the illustrative purpose. Each floor of a building is modeled as a set of regular square-grid apartments; and a FC is deployed in each apartment. All PCs are deployed outdoor. A certain percentage of macro user equipments (MUs) are considered within the buildings, and a few outdoor MUs are offloaded to nearby picocell BSs (PBSs). All MUs are partitioned randomly into three disjoint subsets of indoor, outdoor, and offloaded MUs, which are distributed randomly and uniformly within their respective BS's coverage. A femto UE (FU) is considered locating at the farthest radial distance from its serving FBS (sFBS) to define a 3D cluster for the worst-case analysis. All BSs operate on a single frequency band where the frequency resource is considered to be reused only for the U-plane of FBSs within each 3D cluster. A time-domain (TD) scheduler for centralized scheduling and enhanced intercell interference coordination (eICIC) are considered at the CU. Whereas, a frequency-domain (FD) scheduler per 3D cluster and hybrid automatic repeat request (HARQ) are considered at the DU. The TD scheduler controls all FD schedulers and each FD scheduler schedules the whole system bandwidth to FBSs per 3D cluster orthogonally.
The MBS is solely responsible for processing and serving C-plane traffic of all UEs to ensure a ubiquitous coverage. In addition, the MBS processes and serves U-plane traffic of all outdoor MUs and indoor MUs. PBSs are responsible for serving U-plane traffic of all offloaded MUs. The Uplane of all FBSs is split at the MAC layer such that the low MAC functionalities are located at the FBSs. The high MAC functionalities are moved to the CU to process centrally by forming 3D clusters such that each unit in the pool of BBUs (partially centralized) at the CU represents the functionalities of the U-plane traffic of all FBSs of the corresponding 3D cluster. No U-plane functional splits are considered for all the PBSs and the MBS. The link that connects the low MAC to the high MAC of a FBS is called fronthaul (Fig. 2) . The U-plane traffic, after processing at the CU, is transported to the mobile core network over backhaul links, which are then sent further to the external networks (e.g., Internet) as shown in Fig. 2 .
CCI of MUs and FUs because of reusing resources in FBSs are avoided by employing TD almost blank subframe (ABS) over the fronthaul informed by the TD scheduler. All UEs are allocated orthogonally to resource blocks (RBs). Offloaded and outdoor MUs can transmit in all transmission time inter-FIGURE 2. Detailed system architecture of an intra MAC split CRAN [11] . vals (TTIs). To avoid cross-tier CCI, an orthogonal allocation of RBs in TD is considered between indoor MUs and FUs, i.e. indoor MUs can be served only during ABSs, while FBSs can transmit only during non-ABSs of eICIC [11] . Note that outdoor MUs and offloaded MUs can be served in both ABSs and non-ABSs as shown in Fig. 3 .
B. INTERFERENCE CHARACTERIZATION IN 3D BUILDINGS
Interference modeling of FBSs proposed in [5] in a 3D multifloor building with each floor consists of several squaregrid apartments, and each apartment has exactly one FBS as shown in Fig. 4 is adopted. Each FBS has coverage equal to the area of the apartment, i.e., (10 × 10) m 2 , and placed in the center of ceiling of the apartment. A 3D cluster of FBSs is then formed by finding an optimal minimum distance between FBSs in both intra-floor and inter-floor levels subject to the respective interference constraints so that the same system bandwidth can be reused in each 3D cluster within a building.
The interference power from each co-channel FBS (cFBS) is normalized such that using the 3GPP indoor path loss model of FBSs [12] and considering the interference effect of cFBSs of the first-tier in Fig. 4 only, the normalized value of intra-floor interference power at an arbitrary distance d tra from a cFBS at a serving FU (sFU) is given by [5] , where the maximum transmit power of 20 dBm of any FBSs is considered. d min = 5 m is the minimum distance between any cFBSs and a sFU. Similarly, the normalized value of interfloor interference power at a sFU from a cFBS located on a floor other than that of the sFBS at a distance d ter is given by,
where
. d ver denotes the vertical distance between a sFBS and any cFBSs on a floor other than that of the sFBS. α f (d ter ) (dB/floor) denotes an adjustable attenuation factor for the inter-floor penetration loss between a sFU and a cFBS. Let α agg,tra and α agg, ter denote respectively an aggregate interference power at a sFU from all intra-floor and inter-floor cFBSs. The total aggregate interference power can then be expressed as [5] α agg, tra + α agg,ter ≤ α thr,tra + α thr,ter where α thr, tra and α thr, ter denote respectively intra-floor and inter-floor interference power constraints at a sFU. More detail on modeling these interferences and 3D clusters in 3D in-buildings as well as proofs of (1) and (2) can be found in [5] .
C. RESOURCE REUSE AND ALLOCATION IN 3D BUILDINGS
We consider a fixed and regular-pattern RB allocation strategy such that each FBS within a 3D cluster is allocated with in prior the same amount of RBs. We assume that the adjacent channel interference is negligible such that the allocation of reused RBs in contiguous clusters is performed following the Round Robin resource allocation strategy. Hence, the set of VOLUME 6, 2018 RBs allocated to any FBSs r of any 3D clusters can only be allocated to the FBS r of any contiguous 3D clusters even though there is less or no traffic demand from the FBS r in any TTIs to reuse the same frequency in contiguous clusters. Note that the total number of RBs in the system bandwidth M T is reused in FBSs of all υ ter floors per 3D cluster orthogonally with M tra RBs per floor and M FC RBs per FBS as shown in Fig. 5 . If buil denotes the number of FBSs in a building, the resource reuse factor ξ F = 1 and the resource reuse times ξ T = buil 1 .
III. CLUSTERING SMALL CELLS IN 3D BUILDINGS
In this section, we present the proposed two-level clustering technique using CoMP to cluster SCs and reuse frequency resources in space both horizontally (i.e., intra-floor level) and vertically (i.e., inter-floor level) in a 3D building to boost indoor capacity. We consider more than one 3D cluster of FBSs per building, for a number of highly dense buildings deployed over the MBS coverage, and a BBU per 3D cluster at the CU. Though more gain can be achieved from the cooperation by increasing the size of a 3D cluster, it is preferable to decrease the cluster size to as small as possible in order to increase the reuse of frequency resources in FBSs per building and to overcome fronthaul constraints such as bandwidth and latency demands. Hence, to find an optimal 3D cluster size of FBSs, we consider the minimization problem subject to the bandwidth and latency constraints of the fronthaul, connecting the 3D cluster of FBSs to the CU.
We consider two levels of clustering of FBSs to find an optimal 3D cluster size. Level 1 clustering is performed to define a 3D cluster of FBSs in a building given that the aggregate intra-and inter-floor interferences of each FU-FBS link satisfies the link interference threshold set by the operators. Whereas, level 2 clustering is performed to explore JT CoMP for any sFUs from neighboring FBSs (nFBSs) on the same floor as that of the sFU (i.e., 2D intra-floor nFBSs) within each 3D cluster only when nFBSs are at the off-state of their transmit powers in order to serve the same traffic. For a sFU, the set of inactive FBSs, i.e. FBSs at their transmit power offstates, per 2D cluster forms a cooperating set of FBSs for JT CoMP to help boost the link signal strength of the sFU to achieve the CoMP capacity gain.
In general, a 3D cluster of FBSs in a building depends mainly on the aggregate interference power per link, the transmit power per FBS, and the bandwidth and latency fronthaul constraints per 3D cluster of FBSs. Hence, an optimal 3D cluster size * (i.e., the number of FBSs per 3D cluster) in a building can be found by solving the following optimization problem given by (3) . minimize subject to (a) α agg,tra ≤ α thr,tra The optimization problem in (3) is separated into two subproblems where the sub-problem 1 is for finding a solution of the level 1 clustering (i.e., an initial 3D cluster size 1 ) by considering constraints (3a) through (3d). The sub-problem 2 is for evaluating 1 after employing JT CoMP to form a cooperating set of nFBSs per floor 2 in level 2 clustering per 1 such that 1 satisfies the constraints (3e) and (3f) in (3). So, sub-problem 1 for 1 can be expressed as follows.
To evaluate 1 in sub-problem 2, let σ 1 and σ 2 denote respectively the obtained capacities from level 1 cluster size 1 and level 2 cluster size 2 such that σ 1 + σ 2 = σ req,cl fh,bw . An optimal value * is the value * 1 by solving (4) such that the following constraints in (5) and (6) are satisfied.
The sub-problem 2 can be solved by checking and then updating 1 iteratively so long as to satisfy the constraint in (5) as well as by setting and updating an appropriate ABS pattern period (APP) to satisfy the constraint in (6), which we describe in the following.
A. LEVEL 1 CLUSTERING OF FEMTOCELLS
From (4), it can be found that 1 is defined by both the intraand inter-floor interference constraints such that interference constraints (4a), (4b), and (4c) must be satisfied to reuse the same resources in 3D clusters in a building. Hence, an optimal value * 1 can be derived by defining minimum distances d * tra between cFBSs in intra-floor level and d * ter between cFBSs in inter-floor level. For P T = P T,max , α agg,tra N , and α agg,ter N , d * tra and d * ter are given by [5] ,
where N ∈ [0, 1] denotes the normalized noise power. y tra = y max,tra = 8 denotes the maximum number of cFBSs for a 71606 VOLUME 6, 2018 FIGURE 6. The formation of 1 in level 1 clustering. n fl,max denotes the maximum number of floors in a building [11] . sFBS in intra-floor level. Further, the maximum number of cFBSs in inter-floor level is y max, ter = 1 for single-sided cFBSs and y max, ter = 2 for double-sided cFBSs. The proofs of (7) and (8) can be found in [5] . Assume that υ tra denotes the maximum number of tiers of FBSs per 2D intra-floor cluster of FBSs as shown in Fig. 4 (a) such that the following holds.
Given υ tra , the number of FBSs in any 2D intra-floor clusters tra within a 3D cluster of FBSs as shown in Fig. 4 can be expressed as follows. tra = υ 2 tra (9) Proof: For (9), see Appendix A. Similarly, let υ ter denote the maximum number of tiers (i.e., floors) of FBS per 3D cluster in inter-floor level such that the following holds.
Hence, 1 can be expressed as follows.
Figure 6 [11] shows the formation of 3D clusters consisting FBSs of up to tier 1 in both intra-and inter-floor levels. In Fig. 6 , each circle within the building represents a FBS, and each dotted line in red color represents that all constraints are satisfied such that a cuboid is formed that defines 1 . Hence, there are two floors per 1 , each with four FBSs, resulting eight FBSs per 1 . Hence, frequency resources can be reused in every 2 FBSs in intra-floor level and every alternate floor in inter-floor level. Assume that the same value of constraints for all possible 3D clusters per building such that all 3D clusters within each building comprise of the same number of FBSs. Note that the size of a 3D cluster in different buildings may vary with considering different sets of the value of interference constraints. All FBSs per 1 are aggregated at the level 1 aggregator, and a number of such 3D clusters are aggregated at the level 2 aggregator as shown in Fig. 6 , which are then connected to the CU. Note that all fronthaul constraints are defined per 3D cluster basis.
Remark 1: We define all links connecting throughout DUs, i.e. FBSs, within each 3D cluster to the CU as fronthauls, irrespective of the number of levels of aggregator joining one link to another. Certainly in practice, the fronthaul constraint of different links may be varied based on the level of the aggregator. Further, all fronthaul constraints are defined per 3D cluster basis so that the aggregated value of any fronthaul constraint must satisfy the corresponding requirement of the fronthaul connecting the aggregator 2 to the CU.
B. LEVEL 2 CLUSTERING OF FEMTCELLS
Any nFBSs with no active traffic request from its FU can form a CoMP set with any other nFBSs with an active traffic request of the same 2D intra-floor cluster in each 3D cluster in level 2 clustering. All FBSs in the cooperating set transmit the same data to a sFU in different frequencies such that after down converting at the sFU, the same baseband signals are added up to improve the signal strength. This can be done by employing a matched filter at the sFU receiver to match and collect different copies of the same signal in different frequencies at the baseband level to achieve frequency diversity gain from the JT CoMP. The received signal-tointerference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) of a sFU increases from such multipoint transmissions ( Fig. 7 [11] ) and is given by,
where ρ 1 , ρ 2 , · · ·, ρ k denote respectively the received SINRs at the sFU from FBSs 1, 2, . . . , K in the CoMP set of a 2D intra-floor cluster. K denotes the number of FBSs in the cooperating set, and ρ agg denotes an aggregate received SINR at the sFU. Remark 2: A U-plane FBS can monitor in every certain number of TTIs to detect if there is any UE traffic request within its coverage. A FU under the coverage of a FBS can be synchronized with the on-and-off cycles of the FBS to measure the received signal strength indicators (RSSIs) of all the 2D intra-floor nFBSs around it. It can then report FIGURE 8. Illustration of (a) an example traffic demand of a sFU and (b)-(d) the corresponding on-states and off-states of transmit power of its sFBS and two nFBSs for an intra-floor cooperating set [11] .
in the uplink to the FD scheduler of its 3D cluster about the inactive nFBSs to inform them to form a cooperating set for JT CoMP communications to improve its received signal strength. Further, a UE can be configured for the frequency diversity scheme beforehand to detect the same signal in different frequencies. Any nFBSs during the offstate of its transmit power can inform other existing FBSs in the cooperating set by coordination signaling before joining in the set such that the allocated frequency of a newly joined nFBS can be informed beforehand to the sFU in order to detect the signal it transmits on its allocated frequency.
It is to be noted that because of a high penetration loss per floor, the JT CoMP is considered only for the 2D intrafloor FBSs within each 3D cluster, i.e. only nFBSs located on the same floor as that of any sFUs within a 3D cluster are eligible to form a cooperating set for JT to a sFU. Hence, by combining the JT CoMP communications feature of the level 2 clustering on top of the level 1 clustering, the link capacity of a FU can be enhanced. We propose and describe a step-wise approach (Approach 1) for level 2 clustering with an illustration of an example traffic demand of a sFU as shown in Fig. 8 [11] in what follows where an ABS pattern ϕ = 1 8 and an arbitrary number of two TTIs for switching the transmit power of any FBSs are considered. Because of these delays from switching the transmit power of any nFBSs and ϕ, an off-state nFBS can not necessarily serve a SFU for JT CoMP over the whole off-state period of its transmit power.
Remark 3: Note that, because of the static allocation of frequency resources per FBS and regular square-grid pattern per cluster, the FD scheduler of each 3D cluster has the knowledge of physical cell identity of each FBS and its loca-
Approach 1 Proposed Approach for Level 2 Clustering
Step 1 (selecting neighboring FUs): A FBS when operating at the off-state of its transmit power (hereafter, an offstate FBS) can serve a FU with traffic in progress of one of its nearest nFBSs of the same intra-floor cluster in any TTI. If multiple neighboring FUs (nFUs) have traffic in progress in any TTI, the off-state FBS can be informed by the FD scheduler of each 3D cluster of serving the FU with the maximum traffic data rate demand σ u,max to address issues such as provisioning priority services. However, if multiple nFUs have the same data rate demand, the off-state FBS can serve any nFUs by choosing randomly.
Step 2 (continuing with the same nFUs): Once any offstate FBSs camps on serving any nFUs, it keeps serving continuously the same FU so long as either that FU's data transmission is finished, or there is a new traffic request from its own sFU in order to reduce control signaling overhead as shown in Fig. 8 . In Fig. 8 , two off-state nFBSs transmit jointly with the sFBS to the sFU in a number of TTIs by forming a CoMP set of size either two or three.
Step 3 (selecting different nFUs): Further, if the currently served nFU's traffic is finished, an off-state FBS can start serving another nFU with σ u,max in the cooperating set, which is not shown in Fig. 8 for convenience, as long as no new traffic request from its own sFU is made.
Step 4 (deselecting nFUs): Once any new traffic request from its own sFU is made, the off-state FBS then stops serving the nFU and starts serving its own sFU.
Step 5 (provisioning JT CoMP set formation): For a sFU, so long as its sFBS serves it, any neighboring intrafloor FBSs can only form a cooperating set with the sFBS for JT CoMP. tion within the cluster such that it can determine and inform any off-state FBSs at any RB i in TTI t. Further, σ u,max is measured for multiple FUs with traffic in-progress only at the terminating TTI of the traffic session of any of these multiple FUs such that in any TTI t, only the FU with σ u,max can be served by other neighboring off-state FBSs in the cooperating set per intra-floor cluster. Hence, any neighboring off-state FBSs can join in the existing cooperating set to serve the current FU with σ u,max , and can leave the cooperating set either when it has its own sFU's traffic request or the traffic session of the FU in the current cooperating set is finished.
IV. MODELING MULTI-TIER NETWORK AND CoMP-STATE TRAFFIC ACTIVITY OF FEMTO USERS
For system level analysis, in this section, we first model the system architecture presented in section II analytically. 
A. MULTI-TIER NETWORK MODEL
Following [13] , consider that there are N MUs in the system. Let S P denote the number of PCs in the MC coverage. If all PCs have an equal number of offloaded MUs U P , then the total number of offloaded MUs U OFL = S P × U P . If µ MI denotes the ratio of the number of indoor MUs, then the total number of indoor MUs is U MI = µ MI × N , outdoor MUs served by the MC is U MO = N − U OFL − U MI , and total MUs served by the MC is
Let L denote the maximum number of buildings in the MC coverage, and S F denote the number of active FCs in each building. Assuming that S F is the same for all buildings, the total number of active FCs in the system is S FS = L × S F . If each FC in a building serves one UE, i.e. U FU = 1, the total number of FUs in a building is U F = S F , and in the system is U FS = L × U F . Let T denote simulation run time with the maximum time of Q (in time step each lasting 1 ms) such that T = {1, 2, 3, . . . , Q}. Let T ABS denote the number of ABSs in every APP of 8 subframes such that T ABS ⊆ T and T ABS = {t : t = 8v + z; v = 0, 1, 2, . . . , Q/8; z = 1, . . . , T ABS } where T ABS = 1, 2, . . . , 8 corresponds to ABS patterns ϕ = 1/8, 2/8, . . . , 8/8 respectively. Let t ABS and t non-ABS denote respectively an ABS and a non-ABS such that t ABS ∈ T ABS and t non-ABS ∈ T \T ABS .
B. MODELING CoMP-STATE TRAFFIC ACTIVITY OF FEMTO USERS
When FBSs in a building are configured with the JT CoMP feature, a sFU may be served during off-states of the transmit power of nFBSs within a 2D intra-floor cluster in addition to its sFBS. nFBSs are informed of forming a cooperating set for the JT CoMP for a sFU so long as the sFBS of the sFU keeps serving it. Hence, the sFBS must be in the onstate of its transmit power over the whole CoMP duration, i.e. the sFBS must be a member of a cooperating set so long as the cooperating set persists. Under this scenario, given that a sFBS serves its sFU's traffic in-progress, we are interested in finding the probability of any possible number of nFBSs N s ∈ N s where N s = 0, 1, 2, . . . , N s,max , and N s,max denotes the maximum number of possible nFBSs in a cooperating set, i.e. a 2D intra-floor cluster in a 3D cluster.
According to [2] and [14] , sessions or call arrivals can be modelled as a Poisson process. For simplicity, we assume that the traffic activity of a sFU is directly proportional to the cumulative transmission activity from its nFBSs in the cooperating set. Hence, the traffic activity of a sFU at the CoMP-state and at the non-CoMP-state can be modelled as exponentially distributed continuous time Poisson process such that the amount of time a sFU spends on each CoMP-state is exponentially distributed. Since given the present state, the future state is independent of the past state, the CoMP-state traffic activity and non-CoMP-state traffic activity of a sFU can be modelled as two-state Markov chain FIGURE 9. Two-state (i.e., non-CoMP-state and CoMP-state) traffic activity model for a sFU [11] . FIGURE 10. Occupancy (i.e., traffic in-progress) state diagram of a sFU [11] .
as shown in Fig. 9 [11] . In Fig. 9 , λ denotes the non-CoMPstate traffic activity to CoMP-state traffic activity transition rate, and µ denotes the CoMP-state traffic activity to nonCoMP-state traffic activity transition rate of a sFU.
Let
denote the CoMP-state probabilities, corresponding to N s = {0, 1, 2, . . . , N s,max }, for a sFU where the value of N s represents the corresponding number of active nFBSs in the cooperating set that serve the sFU in any time t CoMP . The values of these probabilities can be found following the Birth-Death process as follows [2] . Consider that there are N s,max nFBSs in the cooperating set for a sFU of which N s nFBSs are active to serve the sFU in any time t CoMP as shown in Fig. 10 [11] . Let λ N s and µ N s denote respectively the birth rate and death rate. Then, according to [15] and [16] , the followings hold.
Hence, the probability of any N s (Fig. 10) can be given by,
Using (13) and (14), the following can be obtained.
Let λ µ = ε such that (13) can be rewritten as follows.
The CoMP state probability p (N s ) for N s ∈ N s evaluates the capacity when JT CoMP is employed. Hence, for any duration of time of Q TTIs, the average CoMP-state duration of traffic in-progress for a sFU is given by,
This section incorporates system level capacity formulation for a single 3D building, i.e. for L =1. We first derive the capacity without employing JT CoMP technique. We then employ JT CoMP technique 2D intra-floor level and derive intra-floor level capacity for different cooperating sets of FBSs N s = 0, 1, . . . , N s,max : N s,max = 3 . The capacity of a number of intra-floors consisting a 3D cluster is then used to derive the capacity per 3D cluster and hence per 3D building.
A. MODELING SYSTEM CAPACITY WITHOUT JT CoMP
The received SINR for a UE at RB i in TTI t at power p can be expressed as [13] 
where P tr t,i,p is the transmission power; N s t,i,p is the noise power; I t,i,p is the total interference signal power; and H t,i,p is the link loss for a link between a UE and a BS at RB i in TTI t at power p, which can be expressed in dB as
where (G t + G r ) and L F are respectively the total antenna gain and connector loss, and LS t,i,p , SS t,i,p , and PL t,i,p respectively denote shadowing effect, small-scale Rayleigh fading or Rician fading, and distance dependent path loss between a BS and a UE at RB i in TTI t at power p. Let β denote implementation loss factor. Using Shannon's capacity formula, a link throughput at RB i in TTI t at power p in bps per Hz is given by [17] and [18] ,
Let M T denote the number of RBs in the system bandwidth. Let x cp denote the percentage of C-plane traffic for all, which we assume x cp = 0.25 as an example. This is because according to [19] , the total control overhead includes 10% for S1 signaling, 4% for handover, and some management signaling. The aggregate capacity of all MUs for M T RBs and Q TTIs at the maximum transmit power of MBS p = P T,max is given by,
where σ and ρ are responses over M T RBs of only indoor MUs in t ∈ T ABS and all outdoor and offloaded MUs in t ∈ T . Let U FC denote the number of FBSs per 3D cluster, and M FC denote an equal number of RBs per FBS for the reused bandwidth per 3D cluster such that the following holds.
Let σ thr,cap denote the required link capacity constraint. Since any FBSs transmits only U-plane traffic during its onstate, the aggregate average capacity per 3D cluster of U FC FBSs for Q TTIs can be given by [20] ,
where σ and ρ are responses over M T RBs of FUs per 3D cluster in t ∈ T \T ABS . Let ξ nCoMP denote the number of times of reusing the same system bandwidth M T in FBSs located in a building without employing JT CoMP in them. The aggregate capacity of all FUs in a building for any ϕ for Q TTIs is given by,
Hence, the overall system capacity without employing JT CoMP in FC networks in a building, i.e. L = 1, is given by,
B. MODELING SYSTEM CAPACITY WITH JT CoMP 1) JT CoMP CAPACITY OF A 2D INTRA-FLOOR CLUSTER
Because the proposed square-grid FC architecture is generic, the number of FBSs per 2D intra-floor cluster could be any reasonable value in the set of FBSs {4, 9, 16, . . .} corresponding to the set of tier indices {1, 2, 3, . . .} with respect to a sFU. Since the received signal strength is distance as well as internal wall penetration loss dependent in indoors, the received signal gain at a sFU from any nFBSs beyond tier 1 is insignificant, e.g. for tier 2, the received signal is in the order of between 0.8% and 3.7% of the normalized value of the received power 1. Hence, in such scenario, the energy efficiency could be considered over the spectral efficiency by switching the transmit power of nFBSs of tier 2 and beyond off in order to improve the energy efficiency. Moreover, according to [19] and [21] , a CoMP cluster size is recommended to be at most three to trade-off between performance gain and implementation complexity. In line with so, we also consider limiting the CoMP cluster to include at most three nFBSs along with the sFBS to transmit simultaneously to its sFU in 2D intra-floor level. Because of the symmetry in placement of four FBSs per 2D intra-floor cluster, the received SINR from any nFBSs at a sFU of any 2D clusters in a building follows the same expressions. Proposition 2: In a 3D multi-storage building with regular square-grid based apartments, for a 2D intra-floor JT CoMP cluster including at most three nFBSs along with a sFBS, the maximum received signal capacity (using (1) and Fig. 11 ) corresponding to N s = 0, 1, . . . , N s,max : N s,max = 3 can be given respectively by,
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where a = 10 m and α thr,tra = 0.3. d CoMP,N s denotes a cooperating set of distances of nFBSs for a sFU in a cooperating set for any N s ∈ 0, 1, . . . , N s,max .
Proof: For (24) and (25), see Appendix B.
2) JT CoMP CAPACITY OF A 3D BUILDING
In the proposed level 2 clustering, similar to the frequency diversity technique, all nFBSs in each 2D intra-floor cluster of a 3D cluster transmit the same signal as that of the sFBS to the sFU in any TTI t in different frequencies (i.e., at respective RBs allocated to each FBS by the static resource allocation approach in level 1 clustering) from that of any other nFBSs in the cooperating set. The received signal at a sFU is the summation of the signal from its sFBS and the signals from all the nFBSs. The aggregate capacity per 3D cluster when considering level 2 clustering on top of the level 1 clustering is formulated in what follows. Let T CoMP denote a set of indices of all TTIs in T during which the JT CoMP for a sFU from nFBSs takes place, and T sCoMP denote a set of indices of all TTIs in T during which only the sFBS serves its sFU. Let t CoMP denote a TTI such that t CoMP ∈ T CoMP , and t sCoMP denote a TTI such that t sCoMP ∈ T sCoMP . Let α N s = p (N s ) × T s = |T CoMP | denote the total number of t CoMP TTIs in T . Note that both T CoMP and α N s are random variables which vary from one realization T to another. Assume that the transmit power of all FBSs in a building is the same. Let ψ ∈ { 1, 2, . . . , ψ max } denote a cooperating set of FBS indices where ψ max represents the number of FBSs per 2D intra-floor cluster such that for any sFBSs ψ, the received SINR in any t CoMP at its sFU can be expressed as follows.
where N f = 3, 5, 7, 9, . . . denotes the maximum number of nFBSs for the corresponding tier b f = 1, 2, 3, 4, . . . respectively. P r,ψ denotes the received power at a sFU of the link between a sFU and its sFBS, ψ and P r,n f denotes the received power of a link between a sFU and any of its nFBS n f ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N F } in the cooperating set. Hence, the corresponding capacity for any sFBSs ψ at its sFU for all t CoMP in T because of the JT CoMP in a 2D intra-floor cluster can be expressed as follows.
Similarly, the capacity of a sFU due to being served by the sFBS ψ for all t sCoMP in a 2D intra-floor cluster is given by,
where ρ sCoMP ψ denotes the received SINR of the link between the sFBS ψ and its sFU in any t sCoMP and is given by, ρ sCoMP ψ = P r,ψ α thr,tot + N Hence, ∀t ∈ T , the total capacity for any sFBS ψ at its sFU by employing JT CoMP in FBSs within a 2D intra-floor cluster can be given by, (27) Such that the aggregate capacity of all the links between all the sFBSs and their corresponding sFUs within a 2D intra-floor cluster cl tra , i.e. {∀t ∀ψ : ψ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ψ max }}, is given by
Assume that the average radio propagation characteristics and the on-and-off-state transmit power mechanism of FBSs experienced by all FUs of all 3D clusters in a building do not deviate considerably such that each FBS ψ in a 3D cluster contributes an equal amount of capacity over certain duration of time. Then, the capacity per 3D cluster of FBSs, each with υ ter floors, in a building can be expressed as follows. (29) And the capacity of a 3D building, i.e. {∀t ∀ψ∀cl : ψ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , ψ max } ∧ cl ∈ {1, 2, . . . , cl max }}, is given by,
Hence, the overall system capacity by employing JT CoMP technique within each intra-floor FBSs per 3D cluster in a 3D building is given by, 
VI. FRONTHAUL CONSTRAINT REQUIREMENTS AND SYSTEM LEVEL PERFORMANCES FOR L > 1
In this section, we propose a check and update mechanism to solve the optimization sub-problem 2 given by (5) and (6) in section III. The mechanism is based on the fact that the required capacity and delay of traffic generated per 3D cluster with employing JT CoMP are compared with that of the fronthaul itself transporting the traffic. An update in initial level 1 cluster is considered so long as the required capacity and delay exceed the fronthaul bandwidth and latency constraints as described in detail below. Further, the capacity for the updated level 1 cluster size for L = 1 as given by (30) is then extended and derived for all the buildings, i.e.L > 1, over the MC coverage. We then derive system level capacity, spectral efficiency, and energy efficiency by considering the capacity of all MUs with that of FUs for L > 1 as follows. (3), then update the solution * 1 based on the following options concerning whether or not the service quality degradation is permitted.
• Option 1: If the service quality degradation is permitted, then continue to decrease α agg,tot by decreasing α agg,tra in order to increase the cluster size from 1 to up such that up > 1 .
• Option 2: Else if the service quality degradation is not permitted, then continue to decrease the cluster size 1 such that up < 1 by keeping α agg,tra unchanged. The updated fronthaul bandwidth requirement denoted as σ up,cl fh,bw for up then satisfies the fronthaul bandwidth constraint, i.e. σ up,cl fh,bw ≤ σ thr,cl fh,bw . For option 1, α agg,tra can be decreased by updating d * tra following (1) . We discuss in the following how to update the cluster size for option 2. • For the given initial cluster size 1 from the first estimation, find the updated cluster size given by up = 1 − .
• The value of an updated optimal cluster size * up is the value of { o : o = {2k + 1, ∀k ∈ N } ∧ o − * up < 1 that satisfies the fronthaul bandwidth constraint. Note that when an update is made, * up < * 1 must satisfy, which implies that the resource reuse times must be increased in a 3D building as compared to its former value for * 1 .
B. FRONTHAUL LATENCY CONSTRAINT REQUIREMENT
We assume that the delay of all fronthaul links, including any fronthaul links connecting any FBSs to the aggregator 1, any fronthaul links that exists between the aggregators 1 and 2, and the fronthaul link connecting the aggregator 2 and the CU, are the same. In intra MAC functional split, along with the physical layer functionalities, the other major delay sensitive HARQ functionality is also moved to DUs. This makes the BBU processing functionalities simple, which results in imposing less stringent fronthaul delay requirement. Hence, with ideal fronthaul links, e.g. dedicated point-to-point optical fibers with one way latency of less than 2.5 µs [22] , [23] , the latency constraint 6 of the optimization problem in (3) can be easily satisfied. However, for non-ideal fronthauls, latency requirements are high, typically of 5 ms to 30 ms for wireless medium or beyond for cable and digital subscriber line (DSL) access [22] , [23] . Hence, we propose to satisfy the latency constraint 6 in (3) by choosing an appropriate value of APP to meet the latency requirement of the physical fronthaul transport link available to the operator. Mathematically, in such case, the value of an optimal APP T * APP for any ABS pattern ϕ is the solution of the following optimization problem. The solution T * APP of the above optimization problem for any ABS pattern ϕ in ms is given by,
Proof: For (34), see Appendix C. Remark 4: Since a TTI is equal to 1 ms, T APP consists of the number of TTIs given by (34) . Note that T APP can be set statically by the operator in prior to satisfy the latency requirement of any available non-ideal fronthauls. Moreover, the static allocation of T APP helps reduce control signaling overhead in the fronthaul link.
C. SYSTEM LEVEL CAPACITY, SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY, AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY FOR L > 1
The probability that all sFUs must have the same number of nFBSs in any duration of time in a 2D intra-floor cluster is unlikely. Hence, to derive and evaluate average system level performance for an ultra-dense deployment of FBSs (i.e., for L buildings) over the MC coverage, we consider finding the expected value of N s ∈ 0, 1 . . . , N s,max for each FU in each CoMP set of N s,max + 1 FBSs per building as follows. 
Similarly, to find the transmit power of a CoMP set per FU, we find first the average value of transmit power for N s = N s,max scaled by E [N s ] so that the average transmit power for E [N s ] with N s = N s,max CoMP set per FU is given by,
where P FC denotes the transmit power of any FBSs such that P FC,1 = P FC,2 = P FC,3 = P FC . So, the total transmit power per FU by combining its sFBS's transmit power to P FC,E[N s ] is given by, 
Now, putting ρ N s =3 = 1.178901, we get the following,
Hence, for L buildings and t CoMP ∈ T CoMP TTIs, the average system level capacity with employing JT CoMP is given by,
Similarly, the total capacity per FU for non-CoMP because of only its sFBS can be expressed per TTI as follows.
Hence, for L buildings and t CoMP ∈ T CoMP TTIs, the average system level capacity without employing JT CoMP is given by,
The average system level spectral efficiency in bps/Hz with employing JT CoMP in FC networks in L buildings and t CoMP ∈ T CoMP TTIs can be given by [24] ,
Similarly, the average system level spectral efficiency in bps/Hz without employing JT CoMP in FC networks in L buildings and t CoMP ∈ T CoMP TTIs can be given by,
3) ENERGY EFFICIENCY
In general, the energy efficiency is defined as the amount of energy required per bit transmission [20] . So, the average system level energy efficiency in joules per bit (J/b) with employing JT CoMP in FC networks in L buildings and t CoMP ∈ T CoMP TTIs can be given by,
Similarly, for non-CoMP (nCoMP), the average energy efficiency for L buildings and t CoMP ∈ T CoMP TTIs is given by,
where S M = 1 denotes the number of MBSs.
VII. CENTRALIZED RESOURCE SCHEDULING ALGORITHM AND IMPLEMENTATION
We present in this section a heuristic centralized scheduling algorithm incorporating the execution of the proposed two-level clustering technique to evaluate system level performance metrics. We then discuss an approach for implementation of the scheduler. 
A. CENTRALIZED SCHEDULING ALGORITHM
The flowchart in Fig. 12 describes an algorithm addressing aforementioned approaches for level 1 and level 2 clustering and centralized scheduling of in-building FBSs using JT CoMP for the fronthaul constrained intra MAC functional split CRAN with CUDA. The algorithm works as follows. Given inputs as shown in the flowchart, N is first disjointed into three groups of MUs, including U OFL , U MI , and U MO randomly. Both intra-and inter-floor interferences for each FU per building are estimated, followed by defining their corresponding minimum optimal separation distances to reuse the same resources in both intra-and inter-floor levels. An initial level 1 3D cluster of FBSs is then defined. The capacities for per 3D cluster, per building, and in overall system level are then estimated. The level 2 clustering approach, as aforementioned, is then executed on top of level 1 clustering to enable JT CoMP within FBSs per 2D intra-floor cluster in each 3D cluster per building. The capacities for per 3D cluster, per building, and in overall system level after employing JT CoMP are then estimated. The estimated capacity per cluster with JT CoMP is then compared with the physical fronthaul bandwidth. If required, the initial level 1 cluster size is then updated by changing the intra-floor interference constraint. In addition, the latency requirement of the fronthaul, particularly for nonideal ones, is satisfied by choosing an appropriate value of APP. The same processes for level 1 and level 2 clustering of FBSs as described repeat for all L buildings within the MC coverage. Like [5] , the shadow fading and small-scale fading of all UEs are estimated and updated per TTI per realization.
B. CENTRALIZED SCHEDULER IMPLEMENTATION
In Fig. 13 , a schematic of the proposed centralized scheduler implementation using intra MAC functional split for L buildings of FBSs is shown. A TD scheduler for FBSs of all buildings for centralized scheduling over the coverage of a MBS and eICIC are considered at the CU, and a FD scheduler per 3D cluster of FBSs and HARQ are considered at the DUs. The TD scheduler sends information about APP to the CH of each 3D cluster of FBSs over fronthauls. The TD scheduler based on a fronthaul's latency constraint sets the APP. The value of APP could remain unchanged so long as the physical fronthaul transport medium between the CU and DUs per 3D cluster is not changed.
The TD scheduler updates each cluster head (CH) about an optimal ABS pattern ϕ per APP based on the average aggregate capacities of the outdoor and indoor MUs in every APP. To adapt dynamically the value of ϕ per 3D cluster basis, the existence of an indoor MU within the cluster during an APP is informed by the indoor MU itself in the uplink to the TD scheduler. This in turn informs the corresponding CH of an optimal ϕ over the fronthaul such that RBs should be scheduled by the CH to its FCs only during non-ABSs. However, an absence of any indoor MUs over a current APP in a 3D cluster causes the TD scheduler to inform the CH of that 3D cluster to allocate all RBs to its FCs in all TTIs over the next APP.
We consider one CH per 3D cluster of FBSs where a FD scheduler is considered to schedule and reuse RB resources of the whole system bandwidth to its FBSs. The CH schedules FUs in the FD and informs the corresponding FBS to serve its FUs in the downlink. Whereas, in the uplink, all FUs in a 3D cluster can directly report their channel conditions and traffic demands to their CHs, which are transmitted over the fronthaul to the CU. The CH is also responsible for governing the JT CoMP set of FBSs within each of its 2D intra-floor cluster. The size of a level 2 CoMP cluster is updated in every TTI by the corresponding FD scheduler following the level 2 clustering approach as described before. Like other FBSs, a CH also performs all low MAC functionalities to serve its FUs. A CH could be any FBSs in a 3D cluster of FBSs.
Besides, a FD scheduler is dedicated at the MBS to schedule RBs of the system bandwidth to serve C-plane traffic of all UEs within the MC coverage. To address the C-plane interference between different tiers, resources are allocated orthogonally both in time and frequency to all UEs. In addition to the C-plane traffic, the FD scheduler at the MBS serves as well the U-plane traffic of all MUs based on the information of the APP and ϕ in every APP provided by the TD scheduler. Assume that cl max is the same for all L buildings in the MC coverage. Then a total of ((L × cl max ) + 1) FD schedulers are needed for the system -one for the C-plane of all UEs as well as U-plane of all MUs and the remaining (L × cl max ) for L buildings, each with cl max 3D cluster of FBSs.
Since the FD schedulers for all 3D FC clusters as well as all MUs are implemented disjointly from the TD scheduler, such type of scheduler implementation is referred to as disjoint scheduler implementation. Nevertheless, numerous advantages of the disjoint scheduler implementation are that the small-scale fading effect per TTI level can be addressed easily. Further, the control overheads can be reduced significantly, and the stringent fronthaul delay requirement of 4 ms for HARQ can be avoided since the allocation of RB resources is performed locally at each CH per 3D cluster in a building.
VIII. SIMULATION PARAMETER AND ASSUMPTION AND PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND COMPARISON
In this section, parameters and assumptions used for generating numerical and simulation results to evaluate performance of the proposed technique in terms of system level capacity, spectral efficiency, and energy efficiency are given. We also carry out performance comparisons of the proposed technique with a number of existing works and show its outperformance over them.
A. SIMULATION PARAMETER AND ASSUMPTION
The default simulation parameters and assumptions used for the system level simulation are listed in Table I . The 3GPP recommended empirical simplified path loss model for indoor FCs by assuming the similar mechanisms as in the dual-strip model [25] is considered. All FCs in a 3D building are considered experiencing similar signal propagation characteristics to avoid any significant deviation in performance results. To solve the optimization problems and evaluate the performance results by simulation, the computational tool MATLAB Release 2012 is used.
Using the expressions of p (N s ) and α tra (d tra ) as well as Fig. 11 and Table I , Fig. 14(a) shows the achievable capacity responses with employing JT CoMP for N s ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. From Fig. 14(a) , it can be found that the achievable capacity with employing JT CoMP for any N s > 0 is always higher than that without employing JT CoMP. Since the nFBS with frequency f 2 is the closest of all the nFBSs to the sFU (Fig. 11) , it contributes more capacity than others with frequencies f 3 and f 4 t to the sFU. Hence for any N s > 0, the maximum capacity is achieved when the nFBS with frequency f 2 forms the cooperating set, and the minimum capacity is achieved when nFBSs with frequencies f 3 and f 4 form the cooperating set with the sFBS. The capacity without employing JT CoMP is shown for N s = 0 in Fig. 14(a) for convenience as it is analogous to the absence of any nFBSs. Figure 14(b) shows the corresponding CoMP gain for N s ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}. The maximum CoMP capacity gain of more than 44% can be achieved when all nFBSs (i.e., N s = 3) form a cooperating set. Figure 15 shows the system capacity responses for N s = 3 and Q TTIs when considering VOLUME 6, 2018 CoMP and nCoMP for a 3D building with 10 floors, each with 4 × 4 square-grid apartments. It can be found that the average capacity for all UEs is improved by 32.15% with employing JT CoMP as compared to that without employing JT CoMP. However, from Fig. 16(c) , it can be found that the energy efficiency without employing JT CoMP is slightly higher than that with employing JT CoMP. However, the power required per bit transmission is in the scale of nJ. Hence, this relatively higher value, but in very small scale (i.e., in the range of nJ/b), in power required per bit transmission with CoMP does not impact much so long as the spectral efficiency is concerned to address high data rate and increased system capacity with limited bandwidths.
C. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 1) AVERAGE CAPACITY PER UE
From Fig. 17 , it can be found that the proposed clustering approach for N s = 3 outperforms considerably the proposed approaches in [29] and [6] in terms of average capacity per UE. More specifically, the relative average capacity per FU obtained by our proposed approach is about 3.4 times higher than that reported in [29] as well as about 5 times and 9 times higher than that obtained by user-centric approach and network-centric approach respectively as reported in [6] under the same evaluation scenario. [29] and [6] where Ref1 refers to [29] and Ref2 refers to [6] . FIGURE 18. Area capacity density of the proposed technique versus the expected goals set for 5G cellular by the METIS project [32] and the GSA [33] where Ref3 refers to [32] and Ref4 refers to [33] .
2) SPECTRAL EFFICIENCY AND ENERGY EFFICIENCY
With our proposed technique, the obtained average system level spectral efficiency is about 0.2503 bps/Hz/MC/user, i.e. which is 2.085 to 3.57 times higher than that of the fourth generation (4G) long-term evolution-advanced (LTE-Advanced) systems (i.e., 0.07 to 0.12 bps/Hz/cell/user average spectral efficiency [30] ). These values substantially tend to the spectral efficiency requirement (i.e., 10 times higher than that of 4G systems [22] , [27] ) expected for the 5G systems with only an expected value of E[N s ] = 0.2724 CoMP links per sFU since the maximum number of CoMP links can be as high as 3 per sFU.
Further, according to [23] , the energy efficiency of radio access networks needs to improve to 100µJ /b-60µJ /b by 2020. Furthermore, from [31, Fig. 1 ], the LTE energy efficiency for both the MC and SCs is limited in the order of µJ /b. Hence, even after scaling (i.e., dividing) this value for LTE systems by a factor 10 that is expected for 5G system requirements [22] is considerably higher than that obtained by our proposed technique as shown in Fig. 16(c) . Hence, our proposed technique can address the expected energy efficiency requirement of the future 5G systems.
3) AREA CAPACITY DENSITY
The area capacity density is defined as the aggregate capacity for all users per unit coverage area. The area a regular hexagonal MC is given by A M = 3 √ 3 2 × R 2 where R is the radius of the MC. Using Table I , A M = 0.866515 km 2 and Fig. 16(a) (Fig. 18) . Hence, it can be found that the proposed technique can achieve an area capacity density of about 11 times the one set by Mobile and wireless communications Enablers for the Twenty-twenty Information Society (METIS) project [32] , and also exceed the one set as 5G goal by Global mobile Suppliers Association (GSA) [33] .
IX. RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE AND FURTHER ISSUES
In this section, we present briefly the significance of the proposed technique by highlighting its number of features, namely its viability, computational simplicity, scalability, flexibility, and cost effectiveness. A few major research issues for further studies on the proposed technique are also pointed out and concisely discussed.
A. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PROPOSED TECHNIQUE 1) VIABILITY
Intra MAC functional split applied in the proposed technique can help enable centralized scheduling and interference management by placing the high MAC part at the CU in CRAN architecture. Moreover, because in practice, typically apartments in a building are either square or rectangular, the proposed approach can easily be applied to evaluate the performance of realistic buildings in urban environments.
2) COMPUTATIONAL SIMPLICITY
The proposed technique is computationally simple since the whole frequency resources are allocated to FBSs per 3D cluster per building statically. Also, each 3D level 1 cluster size can be varied easily by varying only a single parameter, e.g. per link intra-floor interference. The latency constraint can be satisfied easily by changing the value of APP, whereas the bandwidth constraint can be satisfied by changing the number of FBSs per 3D level 1 cluster.
3) SCALABILITY
The proposed technique considers generic 3D buildings without any upper or lower bound on the number apartments (i.e., FBSs) per floor and the number of floors per building such that it is scalable to any number of FBSs in any buildings. Moreover, based on the bandwidth demand of the physical fronthaul available to the operators, the 3D cluster size can be scaled by choosing an appropriate value of the intra-floor interference threshold. Furthermore, the CoMP set in level 2 clustering is highly scalable that can vary from zero to the maximum number of nFBSs per 2D intra-floor cluster.
4) FLEXIBILITY
It is not a necessity that the physical medium of the fronthaul transport network between the CU and the DUs in each building must be the same. Different buildings may have different physical fronthaul medium with different latency requirements. The latency constraint under this scenario can be addressed by setting different APPs. Also, the number of ABSs per APP per building is not fixed; rather this can be made adaptive based on both the availability and density of indoor MUs and FUs in a building to help improve the overall system level capacity performance.
5) COST EFFECTIVENESS
Intra MAC functional split is one of the major candidates for the functional split in CRAN because of its favorable fronthaul latency demand by leaving the much stringent HARQ and channel state information (CSI) measurement functionalities to the DUs. Hence, non-ideal fronthauls can be used, which results in reducing the cost for fronthauls.
B. FURTHER RESEARCH ISSUES 1) ARCHITECTURAL MODIFICATION
A number of modifications to the system architecture can be made. For example, the CU can be located at the MBS. In such case, an additional backhaul is not needed to coordinate between the CU and the MBS when all BSs operating at the same frequency. Moreover, the FD scheduler for the FBSs per cluster can be placed at the FC gateway instead of the CH to allow each FBS within a cluster being independent of scheduling functionalities.
2) SON ENABLED FBSs
The self-organizing network (SON) feature of FBSs can help enable self-optimization feature. Hence, irrespective of where and how randomly FBSs are deployed in a building, by sensing the surrounding environment with SON feature of FBSs within a cluster, CCI can be managed by adjusting transmit power, and allocating conflict-free subframes and RBs to FBSs. Further, with the cooperation within a cluster, nFBSs can be informed of tuning up or down their transmit power levels from the CU such that the interference constraint is satisfied.
3) FRONTHAULS
The capacity requirement of fronthauls is much higher than internet protocol (IP) backhauls since real time in-phase and quadrature sample signals, which are jitter and delay sensitive, are carried over fronthauls. Optical fiber is the best solution for fronthauls, however because of high cost of fiber, other alternative solutions such as microwave, wavelength division multiplexing, and passive optical network can be investigated to evaluate the system level performance of the proposed technique.
4) CLUSTERING AND OPTIMAL CLUSTER SIZE
Clustering of FBSs in 3D buildings can be done in a number of ways. Since the number of floors as well as apartments are varied from one building to another, and so is the density of FBSs per building, clustering can be exploited based on the traffic demand of FUs. Moreover, since the cluster size impacts greatly on the performance gain from CRAN, in addition to bandwidth and latency constraints, other constraints such as bit error rate (BER) and jitter can be considered in order to find an optimal cluster size.
5) OPERATING FREQUENCY BANDS
The proposed architecture can operate as well on multi-band deployment scenarios. In multi-band scenario, both C-/Uplane of the MBS and the U-plane of all the PBSs operate at the low frequency , typically 2 GHz, in order to provide with a large coverage, whereas the U-plane of all FBSs operate at the high frequency (e.g., 6 GHz and millimeter wave (mmWave) bands) in order to provide with a high data rate within a small coverage.
X. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed and discussed a technique for centralized clustering and scheduling by considering two levels of clustering of FCs located in 3D buildings to reuse frequency resources in them for an intra MAC functional split heterogeneous CRAN with control-/user-plane decoupled architecture. Level 1 clustering for the given interference constraints defines an initial 3D cluster size of FBSs in any buildings. In level 2 clustering, we have considered cooperative or opportunistic resource allocations such that neighboring intra-floor FBSs in a level 1 3D cluster with no active traffic request can form a CoMP set to increase the signal strength of any neighboring FBSs with active traffic requests. A TD scheduler at the CU and a FD scheduler per 3D cluster of FBSs have been considered at the DUs.
We have modeled and derived the system capacity with employing JT CoMP and no JT CoMP in level 2 clustering and proposed mechanisms for updating the level 1 cluster size of FBSs subject to bandwidth and latency fronthaul constraints of an intra MAC functional split CRAN. A heuristic algorithm for the proposed clustering and centralized scheduling technique and its scheduler implementation have been developed and discussed. We then have derived a number of performance metrics in system level such as aggregate capacity, spectral efficiency, and energy efficiency for an ultra-dense deployment of FBSs over the MC coverage.
For the number of nFBSs N s = 3 per CoMP set and 2 × 2 intra-floor clusters with 2 such floors per 3D cluster of FBSs in a building of 10 floors, each with 4 × 4 square-grid apartments, it has been shown that the achievable capacity with JT CoMP for any N s > 0 is always higher than that with no JT CoMP. Further, the maximum CoMP capacity gain of more than 44% for FCs per building and an improvement in the average system level capacity for all UEs by 32.15% as compared to that with nCoMP have been shown to achieve. Furthermore, the outperformance of the proposed technique over a number of existing works in literature in terms of average capacity per UE has been shown. Finally, it has been demonstrated roughly that, with our proposed technique, the expected spectral efficiency, energy efficiency, and area capacity density performance requirements of 5G systems can be considerably achieved.
Appendix

A. PROOF FOR tra
For any arithmetic progression, in general, the sum of l terms is given by [34] ,
For a series of l odd numbers starting with 1, i.e. g l = { 1, 3, 5, . . . , l}, the values of x and y are 1 and 2 respectively. Hence, l = 2 for a 2D intra-floor cluster comprising FBSs of tier 0 and tier 1 such that diagonally there are 1 FBS with green color in tier 0 and 3 FBSs in tier 1 (i.e., g 2 = { 1, 3}) in Fig. 3(a) , which results in the following. For N s = 1, any of the three nFBSs can transmit jointly with the sFBS. One of the nFBSs (Fig. 11) 
APP
According to [35] , for an intra MAC functional split CRAN, the fronthaul latency can be as much as 100 ms. Let T iMAC = 100 ms and T f = 8 ms as mentioned earlier for a fixed APP. Let i APP,max = T iMAC T f , and 
